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Is excited to welcome new international students from all over the world! Are you ready to challenge old ideas and develop the world around you collaborating with brilliant minds and the best practitioners? We are the right choice for you!

Our Mission is to provide International Students with the best facilities, knowledge, and technologies to make the world a better place for everyone. IEU, Poland student community is rich in many cultural, social, and global traditions. We promote identity, inclusion, and expression to teach a generation of Medical, IT, Engineering, Art, Science, and Law professionals famous in Poland and abroad.

Your Dream University

International European University in Poland prepares high-quality professionals in the fields of strong demand. 96% of the graduates of IEU, Poland are successful in their job search and are in high demand by the best companies in the world. We prepare prominent specialists in our dedicated schools to choose from:

- European Medical School.
- European Business School.
- European School of IT.
- European School of Law.
- European Language School.
- European School of Architecture and Engineering.
- European School of Humanities.
- European School of Life Sciences.

International European University in Poland is known to be the most Innovative University in Poland and is considered to be the Top Choice for International Students globally. International European University, Poland educational standards are intended to guide the development and evaluation of medical education programs.

The standards are recommended and approved by the World Health Organization, the World Medical Association, and IAAR. No matter what field of study you are interested in — the best doctors of science, teachers, lecturers, and professors are always ready to provide you with the modern knowledge and skills for your bright future!
The University of Bright Perspectives

The International Department of International European University in Poland is considered to be the best when it comes to International Internships and Job Placements. We collaborate with the most famous and innovative educational institutions in Europe, the USA, Asia, Canada, Australia, and the UK. We offer the most convenient career services including:

- Access to our career platform with 5,000 internship and job opportunities.
- International student workshops and presentations.
- Virtual resources, including resume review and interview preparation.
- Career and Internship fairs are available every semester.

What Do We OFFER?

If you want to obtain the high-quality education in one of the best universities of Europe, International European University is the right option for you!

- Brand New Modern Medical Equipment
- Latest IT and Engineering Technologies
- One of the Best Simulation Centers in Poland
- Professional and Educated Teaching Staff
- Modern Biology and Engineering Laboratories
- Internships of The Worldwide Famous Companies
- Online and Offline Study Options
- Worldwide Recognized Educational Degree
Why Students Choose IEU, Poland

International European University in Poland is a place of learning, discovery, expression, and innovation. Our main goal is to create a friendly and educated multicultural community for improving the health and well-being of people around the globe. We develop and apply knowledge in Medicine, Dentistry, Nursing, Pharmacy, Pediatrics, Business, Engineering, Education, Aviation, Information Technologies, Law, and Art.

The students, alumni, and teaching staff of our 8 dedicated schools are committed to making a difference in education, research, science, and technologies. We offer our students on-campus and online programs. Along with the best options of E-Learning Technologies and face-to-face studies students can dive into the learning atmosphere and obtain high-quality education wherever they are.

Our Advantages

- International Overseas Studies Programs.
- Worldwide Recognized University Degree.
- Affordable Higher Education Programs.
- Postgraduate Job Prospects.
- English-Medium Education System.
- The Best Clinical Bases and Medical Equipment.
- Modern Renovated Students Campus.
- The Best E-Learning Online Platform.
- Temporary Residence Card in Poland.
- Permission for Work During your Study.
- Professional Teaching and Research Staff.
- Easy and Fast Admission Process.
- No Entry Exams and Tests are Required.

International European University, Poland educational standards are intended to guide the development and evaluation of medical education programs. The standards are recommended and approved by the World Health Organization, the World Medical Association, and IAAR.

IEU Poland is a Registered institution in Poland according to the Polish Ministry of Science and Higher Education and is on par with the any State University of Poland.
Welcome to Campus!

IEU, Poland is all about inclusion and innovation. We are happy to meet students on our modern and renewed University Campus! International Student Campus is located in the heart of the City of Poznan. It is surrounded by parks, libraries, museums, clubs, and coffee shops so you never get bored.

Brand-new Campus is equipped with one of the most modern Simulation Medical Centers in Poland. All the classrooms are equipped with the necessary for studying multimedia. We offer well-equipped biology and chemistry labs for medical and science students.

Digital libraries, reading rooms, electronic resources, University museums, study rooms, canteens, medical and social services, sports centers, academic centers, modern auditoriums, cultural centers, and stable internet connections are always for your service!
Accommodation

International European University, Poland provides fully furnished and comfortable hostels for international students, which are convenient to live in and study in. The accommodation is available to stay throughout the whole year, including the winter and summer holidays period.

The dormitory includes all the facilities that are necessary for the student’s daily needs: good lighting, hot and cold running water, central heating, elevators, 24-hour Wi-Fi, free bedding items, and kitchen devices. All the rooms, bedrooms, kitchens, laundries, bathrooms, study rooms, and lounge zones are fully equipped with furniture and appliances.

Those who like to keep fit are welcomed use one of the well-equipped sports facilities or explore beautiful Poznan parks and squares while cycling, horse-riding, running, or any other way they want.

The Campus is located near to the University so it is always fast and comfortable to get there by foot. The location of the Campus lets you get to any place in Poznan due to the convenient transportation.

The University Campus is situated in a unique complex with modern architecture giving the impression of a friendly and inspiring learning atmosphere.

Master excellent technologies particularly in our mechanical and medical labs. The living and studying conditions are clean and comfortable, and the food in the canteen is absolutely delicious. The classrooms, laboratories, libraries, and sports facilities are well-maintained.
Online or On-Campus STUDIES?

International European University in Poland offers the best options for studying from home and On Campus for all international students!

Why Online Studies?

Students studying Online receive a login and password to their personal accounts to freely use the Digital Learning Platform including the complete instructions, schedule, study materials, and educational content. Students have access to the personalized curriculum, all the educational materials, lectures, and textbooks.

- Modern E-Learning Platform and Online Tools.
- Worldwide Recognized Degree Wherever You Are.
- Global Perspectives for Study and Work.
- The Diploma of European Level.
- Time Management Skills Boost.
- The Ability to Combine Work and Studies.

Why On-Campus Studies?

On Campus Studies is visiting lectures with your friends, doing sports at the gym, studying at the library, spending time with classmates, and many more daily events of student life. Adapting to a new environment, people, and way of life is way easier when you dive into the University atmosphere and get to know more about its traditions, people, and habits.

- English Practice from the Best Teachers and Students.
- Convenient Campus Location and Facilities.
- Global Perspectives for Study and Work.
- The Best Internship and Network Opportunities.
- Living in the Modern European Country.
- Worldwide Recognized Degree in Europe.
International CREDIT Mobility

International European University, Poland offers unique Credit Transfer Programs for all International students worldwide. You have an opportunity to obtain a double degree from a Polish and Ukrainian University without wasting extra time.

How Does It Work?

- International Transfer Students from all over the world are able to transfer their credits to the International European University in Poland at any time of the academic year. Students can validate their academic transcripts according to the European Credit Transfer System (ECTS), and if the IEU, Poland training program complies with your gained knowledge, marks, and experience, you will become a part of the International European University in Poland!

- International students of any Ukrainian University willing to transfer their study credits to the International European University in Poland are able to get a double degree at the end of their full-cycle studies.

Double (Dual) Degree Programs are available to obtain in our partner Universities in Poland, Switzerland, Ukraine, and Slovakia. International Students are free to start their Transfer Program any moment!

You will receive Polish Degree that is recognized and highly valued in the EU, the USA, Asia, and all over the world. You will get a chance to cooperate with worldwide famous educational institutions such as Erasmus +, MedEdWorld, Association for Medical Education in Europe (AMEE), and European Resuscitation Council.
Why Study in POLAND?

The high quality of education in Poland is a result of European traditions and standards and its highly qualified academic staff and top-ranked universities. Poland is one of the most economically developed countries in Eastern Europe. It offers a high level of salaries, low housing prices, and low taxes compared to other EU countries.

ADVANTAGES

Pursue World-Changing Careers

No matter what career paths you’re passionate about, a degree at the International European University, Poland could help you get a job to make a difference. Our graduates are highly required by employers worldwide. Polish Degree puts you ahead of the pack when it comes to internships and job applications.

Broaden Your Horizons

Polish International Education is more than just learning — it’s enjoying new experiences every day. It is well-known fact that the best option to feel comfortable in a foreign country is to dive into its atmosphere and get to know more about its traditions, language, and habits. Meet friends from all over the world and find out more about their cultures.

Improve your English

English is one of the world’s most widely spoken languages so it is compulsory for modern students to master their English skills every day. Raising your English language level with an international education could open so many doors for you! Make new friends and get a better job at a top global company by improving your English with us!

Clinical BASES

International European University cooperates with the best hospitals and clinics in Poznan. Clinical training is the most important part of medical education obtaining. Future physicians work directly with patients to promote health and cure illness gaining knowledge in practice.

- Main City Hospital
- Hospital of St. Adalbert;
- Transplantation Clinic of Poznan;
- Oncology Clinic of Poznan;
- Orthopedic Surgery Clinic in Poznan;
- Hearing Rehabilitation Center;
- Anesthesiology Clinic in Poznan;
- General Surgery Clinic: Enteral and Parenteral Nutrition Clinic;
- Skin Cancer Diagnostics and Treatment Center;
- Clinical Hospital Heliodor Święcicki in Poznań;
- Clinical Hospital Heliodor Święcicki;
- Municipal Hospital of Franciszek Raszeja;
- St. Lazarus Hospital Poznań;
- PL Certus - Hospital and Outpatient Clinic;
- Hospital St. Families;
HOW TO APPLY?

We do everything possible to make the Admission Process as easy as possible! Follow the simple steps or contact us if you need any help to get admitted!

START PROCESS

**Step 1. Send the Documents and Get Admitted**

Send us your documents via email or apply online on our website. The documents required are:

- Passport (or any other ID document available);
- School Certificate;
- Bachelor’s/Master’s Degree with transcripts (for PG students);
- Filled Application Form.

As soon as you are admitted we will send you the Admission Letter and the Invoice to cover your first-year tuition fees by email.

**Step 2. Get an Invitation Letter**

If you have EU citizenship, there is no need to get the Invitation Letter. International students who don’t have EU citizenship need to collect all the necessary packages of documents. The documents required:

- Copy of the International Passport (provided by a student);
- Application form (provided by the university, filled by a student);
- Data processing agreement (provided by the university, filled by a student);
- Declaration on the observance of academic integrity by students (provided by the university, filled by a student);
- Document proving English language proficiency level (provided by a student; if not available please check STEP 3);
- Receipt of payment for the one academic year tuition fee (provided by a student).

Invitations to study will be issued within 3 working days, after submitting all the packages of documents.

**Step 3. Pass the English Exam**

If English is your native language or if you have EU citizenship you do not need to pass any tests or exams!

If you need confirmation of knowledge of the English Language, we will conduct the ESOL Exam in the form of online testing. If you need any help our teachers will gladly assist you with any questions!

If you have already passed any English Language Exam you can submit your results and we will inform you if you need to re-pass your test.

**Step 4. Obtain Study VISA**

If you have EU citizenship you do not need VISA to study in Poland! If you are a non-EU citizen, you must get a Student Visa at your nearest Polish embassy or consulate.

Note that students need to book an appointment at the Polish Embassy for Visa submission as soon as the tuition fee is covered!

We will make the VISA Process fast and comfortable for you so you don’t need to worry about anything. We will help you to collect all the necessary documents so you could get your VISA as soon as possible!

**Step 5. Arrive to Study**

As soon as you arrive in Poland we will help you to finish the admission process in 1-3 working days and you can start your classes immediately. Your dream International European University in Poland awaits!
CONTACT US

Please do not hesitate to contact us if you have any queries in this regard!

Admissions number: +48 515 832 777
Email address: admissions@ieu.com.pl